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For many years as a child, it was always the same story.  The Advent season would be filled with 

joys and traditions that pointed us, one after another, towards that glorious Christmas morning.  

It would start with the decorations – the lights outside… the garland on the banister… the 

ornaments on the tree.  Day by day, as my mother worked her magic in the kitchen, the mounting 

pile of Tupperware filled with Christmas cookies and candies would seem to grow by the hour.  

As we got further into December there were special events at the church, opportunities to go 

caroling and, over time, the presents would start to appear under the tree.  Each day would incite 

even more excitement until finally, after weeks of looking towards Christmas with gleeful 

anticipation, Christmas Eve would arrive.   

 

As the sun set, we’d head to the church for the evening.  We’d sing carols, pray, and light those 

candles as we sang silent night.  And, as I was enveloped in the peace and beauty of that moment 

(for me, the pinnacle moment of worship in the entire year of the church), I’d also have this 

small part of me growing increasingly aware that Christmas morning was just around the corner.  

As bedtime approached we would hang the stockings, set out cookies and milk for Santa, listen 

to my father read ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas, and then my sister and I would head to one 

of our bedrooms, where we’d both lie restless, struggling to sleep in the face of our mounting 

excitement for dawn. 

 

As morning arrived we were up well before the sun.  We’d awaken our parents, who would head 

downstairs to make sure that all was ready for the morning, and we’d take our positions at the 

top of the stares.  Like rodeo bulls held behind the gate just clamoring to be released, we’d be 

writhing in excited anticipation of what was to come next and just waiting…and waiting…and 

waiting…for that moment in which our parents would give us the green light to come 

downstairs.  Finally, as the moment arrived, we’d charge down those stairs, and all of that joy 

and wonder of the season would meet its fruition in the sounds, smells, tastes and experiences 

that made up so much of what Christmas was in our home.   

 

Christmas is a joyous time for me, and I am blessed that it is season filled with heartwarming 

memories both in my childhood home, and in the home of our children.  The thing that has really 

grabbed on to my heart as we have approached that season this year, however, has been the 

reminder that all of those Christmas morning memories (all of those joys and blessings of both 
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childhood and parenthood) were preceded by that season of anxious anticipation.  They were 

proceeded by waiting for that which we knew was to come! 

 

And so often, my friends, as Tom Petty sang, that is the hardest part! 

 

While we do talk about it (and think about it) now and then, I do think that that waiting is 

perhaps one of the most under-appreciated aspects of the Advent season.  While this is less true 

this year, perhaps, than in most, the overarching reality is that Christmas has bubbled over with 

so many blessed traditions and experiences, that our engagement with the season is one in which 

we have a month filled with Christmas festivities and less and less of that sense of mounting 

anticipation as we await the arrival of the day.  I think there’s lost value, though, if we move too 

far away from that childhood experience of standing at the top of those stairs, knowing what’s to 

come, but being forced to wait for its revelation.  Because, it is that sense of waiting that can give 

us just that little glimpse into the hearts and minds of the children of God who’d spent centuries 

hearing those promises of the coming Messiah, and lifetimes waiting for its fulfillment. 

 

Each week, throughout Advent, we will light our Advent Candles at the inside services after the 

reading of one of those prophecies that echoed in the hearts of God’s people over 2,000 years 

ago.  And, we’re doing so, because we need to be reminded of what it was like for those who 

waited.  They’d spent centuries counting on this promise.  They knew that God would fulfill the 

promise of the prophets in the end, but hundreds of years had passed, and they were still waiting.  

Waiting for that which they knew would come.  Waiting for that which had been proclaimed.  

Waiting for that which God could and would do, but hadn’t yet.  Waiting…  And waiting...  And 

waiting... 

 

The thing that is most worthy of our attention, however, is the sense of spirit that we held as they 

waited.  They didn’t need to wait in angst.  They didn’t need do so in consternation.  They didn’t 

need to wait in sorrow, or anger, or sadness, or despair.  No, they waited with faith and trust that 

that which they had been promised would be fulfilled, and that they could walk with God on the 

journey from where they were to where they would eventually be in God.  And that, in a 

nutshell, is what Julie and I want to look at over the course of the season that stands before us. 

 

There is no question that we are all intimately familiar with that sensitivity of waiting right now.  

In many ways, it feels as though we have all entered into this moment of suspended animation, 

right now, where we are just waiting for things to unfold.   

• We’re waiting to be able to gather with friends and family again.   

• We’re waiting to be able to return to our offices and our schoolrooms.   

• We’re waiting to be able to go out to eat like we used to.   

• We’re waiting for therapeutics to continue to evolve that infection would be less of a 

concern and we’re waiting for vaccines to start making the rounds so that infection 

becomes less of an issue at all.   

• We’re waiting to be able to hug the people we love, sing the songs that we adore, engage 

the activities that we miss, to take off these obnoxious masks, and to just move on.   

 

We’re waiting.  For so many things, and in so many ways, we’re waiting.  But, just as we 

discussed a month or so ago, the one thing we’re not waiting on is God.   
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Just like those who waited for the promised messiah so long ago, we are able to wait with faith 

and trust that that which God has promised will be fulfilled, and we are able to walk with God as 

we endeavor upon this journey from now to then.  We are waiting on what comes next, but we 

are never waiting on God, which means we can wait in love, we can wait in joy, we can wait in 

peace, and we can wait in hope. 

 

That’s where, for me, it all starts.  We will talk about what it means to wait in love, in joy, and in 

peace, in the weeks ahead.  The true gift of our faith, however – the true blessing of the 

incarnation – is that God came to be with us and continues to be with us, and works among us in 

such a way that ensures that the reality of today is never the determination of tomorrow.  Just 

think about the remarkable promise of that statement – that the reality of today is never the 

determination of tomorrow. 

 

Paul says it so plainly in these words for Romans 8.  “I consider that the sufferings of this present 

time are not worth comparing with the glory about to be revealed to us.”  In other words – what 

we know now is not what defines what we will know tomorrow.  Why?  “We know that all 

things work together for good for those who love God, who are called according to his purpose.”  

I think the Greek sources used by some other translations get more to Paul’s point here.  Some 

say, “God makes all things work together for good.”  Others say, “In all things God works for the 

good.”  The phrasing and the details are less important, but the key, I believe, in Paul’s argument 

is that we need not to be torn down by the sufferings of today because God is at work for a better 

tomorrow.  In all things…the good, the bad, and the ugly…God is at work.  “I consider that the 

sufferings of this present time are not worth comparing with the glory about to be revealed to 

us…In all things God works for the good.”  Or, if I can say it more simply – the reality of today 

is never the determination of tomorrow, because God is at work in it.  What greater hope is there 

than that? 

 

In our staff meeting, earlier this week, I opened with a devotional reflection in which the author 

talked about her smartwatch counting her daily steps.  She has a daily goal of 10,000 steps that 

she sometimes makes and sometimes doesn’t.  The core of what she pointed out, however, was 

that one day’s failure was never a factor in the next day’s potential success.  Every morning she 

would awaken to a reset step-count and the fresh possibility of this day being better than the last.  

And every night, she’d go to bed knowing that tomorrow could be better than today.  That’s the 

hope that we hold in this thing we call faith.  The reality of today is never the determination of 

tomorrow, because God is at work in it.  In all things…the good, the bad, and the ugly…God is 

at work.  What greater hope is there than that? 

 

The wonderful blessings that we’ve come to know in the Christmas season are a gift beyond 

measure.  The more Advent has become Christmastime, however, the more we’ve lost the value 

of that childhood experience of excitedly waiting for the arrival of that promised day.  I’m not 

going to say that I don’t enjoy everything that comes with the season – I most certainly do.  And, 

I’m not looking for any of that to change.  I think it’s worth reflecting sometimes, however, on 

what it was for those people who had been waiting for centuries for the gift of that first 

Christmas.  They anticipated.  They longed.  They struggled.  They waited.  But, no matter what 
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their waiting looked like, they did so in love, they did so in joy, they did so in peace, and they 

did so in hope. 

 

So, we wait.  For the reminder of the Christmas blessing.  For the opportunity to reclaim so much 

of what we’ve been missing.  For the chance to hold a bonfire and burn all these obnoxious 

masks.  We wait.  But, we wait in hope, because we know that, no matter what our waiting looks 

like or what we are waiting for, God is at work.  And, with God at work, we know that the reality 

of our today is never the determination what can be our tomorrow. 


